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Mission
Statement
Liberty University Press enacts the vision
of Liberty University and its founders to
impact tomorrow’s world for Christ through
academically, spiritually and socially excellent
works of cultural importance and lasting merit.

About
The publishing world is ever-changing. The
Internet is taking power from big corporations
and publishing houses, and putting it into the
hands of the individual. And, as a Christian
trying to market your book through traditional
commercial avenues, you may be expected
to dilute your faith and opinions to make your
work more “palatable” to a broader audience.
If you don’t, chances are that your name and
words will go unheard.
At Liberty University Press, we seek Christhonoring and high-quality content from all
areas of literature that meet the following
criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Unapologetically Christian
Conservative
Credible
Family friendly
Academic

Liberty University Press remains at the
forefront of the industry by introducing all
the new technologies and services that will
help more Christian authors than ever before
achieve their personal publishing goals —
print, electronic or both, in large quantities or
just one at time.
Don’t get lost in a pile of unsolicited
manuscripts at another publishing company.
You have something great to say to the world,
and we’re offering you a way to say it —
Liberty University Press.

Featured Publications
Gracie: Standing with Hope
By Gracie Rosenberger as told to Peter W. Rosenberger
Untie the Fear Knots of Your Heart
By Ken Nichols
New Creation: One Man’s Six Day Transformation
By Olive Swan
Peril on the Sea
By Jonathan VerHoeven
Celebrating Simplicity
By Stacey DeHaas
Parents of Children with Disabilities
By Gena and Press Barnhill
The Princess Journal
By Jill Jones
Saturday Night Musings
By Cliff Hartley
My Secret Place: Living with AIDS & Addiction - A Man
Who Gave Up Homosexuality for God
By Jonathan Ervin and Mitzi Bible
Reward: Collecting Millions for Reporting Tax Evasion
By Joel Hesch
Play Your Hand Well: A Nutritional Approach to
Wellness So You Can Live a Healthier Life Now!
By Joseph Mix
Journey: Student’s Workbook
By Max Mills
Journey: Leader’s Guide
By Max Mills
All Liberty University Press titles are available on
BarnesandNoble.com and Amazon.com

“After spending thousands of dollars and wasting a year of
my time in my attempt to self-publish, I was blessed to find
Liberty University Press. In one month, their team completed
the entire publishing process, including a total redesign of my
book, and I had printed books in hand. My cost for the books,
as well as the retail cost to the public, has become affordable,
and I have a professionally published book that is now
available at all online and offline retail outlets. Amazing!”
— Max Mills, author of Journey

Testimonials
“Liberty University Press allowed me to tell a compelling story
that has already touched hundreds of lives. With the book
available online in a relatively short amount of time, people all
over the country have been able to read an amazing testimony
that inspired them in their faith and encouraged them to lead lives
that are pleasing to God.”
— Mitzi Bible, co-author of My Secret Place: Living with AIDS
& Addiction — A Man Who Gave Up Homosexuality for God

“As vast changes continue to alter the landscape
of the publishing industry, the expertise, efficiency
and rapid response of Liberty University Press
defines them as a key partner for any author.
Surpassing even impressive service, however, is
the unswerving commitment of Liberty University
Press to reach lives with the gospel of Jesus
Christ.”
— Peter W. Rosenberger, co-author of
Gracie: Standing with Hope

Contact
Your interest is appreciated, and we
look forward to speaking with you soon.
(434) 592-3100
libertyuniversitypress@liberty.edu

